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NEWSLETTER No. 32 – SUMMER 2021
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1. From the Chairman
Welcome to the summer newsletter, contributed by members, with a special hello
to new members of the group. I hope you enjoy browsing through this random
collection of towers and fire windows around Cumbria. Thank you to all who
responded to the invitation to submit examples of these two non-related features
of our varied landscape.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Alan Smith's piece, adding to the discussion on wrestler slates is very welcome too.
We're always pleased to receive your observations and thoughts on items in the
newsletter, and indeed, news of forthcoming events, books, papers in journals,
unusual features seen, and so on.
Because of the government's decision to delay the end of restrictions we have
postponed the walk round Great Asby planned for 30 June. This is disappointing,
but in everyone's best interest. A new date will be announced when the situation
becomes clearer. The walk is booked up now, but those who saw Keith Cooper's
excellent introduction on Zoom on 17 June will have had their appetites whetted.
Keith's thorough research and observations on the village buildings together with his
clear presentation, made perfect preparation for the visit. Thank you, Keith.
We haven't been able to implement the 2020 programme as a whole, but hope to
hold the AGM as planned in September in some form, preferably in person. If we
can meet, the visit to Stott Park Bobbin Mill will follow the AGM – free to members of
English Heritage.
Annual subscriptions become due at the end of July. We are maintaining the
amount to £10.00 (£15.00 for two people at the same address), the same as it has
been since we began in 2013. We really hope you will renew your membership and
we appreciate prompt subscriptions. Miraculously, Mike Kingsbury manages to
keep us financially sound, while providing funds for occasional papers, calendars,
etc., so thank you, Mike.
Paul Lewis is working on videos of two houses he is researching – Scales Hall, near
Ivegill and Gaythorne Hall, near Great Asby. These follow talks he has given to
CVBG and his section on Gaythorne in Occasional Paper Number Two. We look
forward to watching those.
Mike Turner regularly circulates notices of appropriate Zoom and other talks,
conferences, newsletters and events from other groups and hope that you find
something of interest. If you find something you think would interest other members,
please let Mike or I know.
The committee has decided that we should put all except the most recent CVBG
newsletter on the website, to keep it up to date. Up to now, we have been only
posting the previous year's newsletters.
We are now ready to receive your photographic entries for the 2022 calendar,
deadline 31 August. All members may submit up to five photographs. The selection
committee looks forward to seeing your contributions.
Best wishes to all,
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2. TOWERS IN CUMBRIA
Introduction
The landscape of Cumbria that we see today is that of a Border county with a
turbulent past. Throughout the medieval period, (c1,000AD – c1,500AD), people
needed safe places to live. Those with the means and the power to command
materials and labour, built themselves stone towers into which they could retreat in
times of strife. Defensible towers constructed of non-flammable fabric provided a
preferred solution. What went before, probably timber and clay, has either been
replaced or has decayed.
2.1 Free standing towers
The terminology used to describe towers is not precise. Towers, turrets, peles,
castles, fort and fortified house, are used loosely in the literature on the subject.
However, several categories of tower remain. This brief review, with examples
contributed by CVBG members, excludes the large castle complexes such as
Brougham, Carlisle, Cockermouth and Appleby, built at strategic points to defend
the realm against enemy armies. What we are talking about here are the
domestic buildings which are to all intents and purposes the only extant vernacular
structures from medieval Cumbria. Substantial structures within a barmkin or walled
enclosure. No barmkin survives in complete form in Cumbria. CVBG has surprisingly
visited many towers in the last eight years. These are marked with the symbol *.
Few towers remain in anything like their original form. Most have either been
incorporated into enlarged houses, altered out of all recognition or allowed to fall
into decay, making it difficult to realise that they started life as towers. Just by
seeing the exterior it is often difficult to deduce the origins of a building, but the
main clue is the wall thickness. Brunskill used four feet (1.29meters) as his guide.
Dacre Castle.
Mighty 14th century tower resembling
a castle keep, set within a moat. At
each corner a turret provides stairs
and/or small rooms. Modernised by
Sir Thomas Dacre in 1675, with a fine
first floor entrance under his coat of
arms, and mullioned and transomed
windows. The two vaulted
undercrofts, the great hall, the king’s
chamber and the battlemented roof
each occupied one floor. Dacre
Castle still has a formidable presence,
modified for contemporary living over the centuries, but it remains entire.
Other examples –
Kirkandrews on Esk
Arnside Tower
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2.2 Towers with halls or semi-fortified houses
The passive defence offered by towers provided for vertically arranged
accommodation, ensuring the maximum amount of impenetrability by placing the
entrance and fireplaces in the walls and by having a store-room with a vaulted
roof at ground level.
The essence of a tower therefore, is having walls too thick to break down easily
and having rooms placed vertically – storage, living room (hall), sleeping quarters
(chamber or solar), topped by a roof which provided a vantage point. Spiral or
straight flights of stairs within wall thicknesses or in the corner turrets, gave access
to all floors. Other facilities included fireplaces in the walls, garderobes (lavatories),
and sometimes a well in the basement.
Because there are so many examples of the different types of towers in Cumbria,
one building is used for each group, followed by a list of similar buildings. Where
possible thumbnail photographs of them are shown.

Photograph of English Heritage interpretation panel on site.

Many examples of towers with halls can be seen in Cumbria, particularly along the
Scottish border, along the coast and in the Eden Valley, all areas vulnerable to
raids. Dating mostly from the thirteenth century, a time of particular border strife,
most towers were an addition to a hall house, and were usually but not always
built on to the solar at the 'high end', where the dais or lord's table was placed.
Most communities in the medieval period included a hall house, the home of the
local lord and the centre of secular administration. A single storey hall, open to the
roof, with a central hearth and an entrance at the 'low end', stood between
service rooms (buttery, larder, etc.), and the solar, (private family room).
One of the best surviving houses of this type is to be found on the Welsh Border, in
Shropshire, near Craven Arms (English Heritage). Now uninhabited, it is virtually
unchanged since the thirteenth century. The earth floor, central hearth and
traceried windows help one to imagine life in a medieval manor house. It is easy to
ignore the later changes to the service end. Yanwath Hall* is Cumbria's most
complete example (see Occasional Paper Number One).
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It has a single-build tower with four corner turrets on the roof and the rebate for an
iron 'yett' or gate which added to the defence. The hall roof, meant to be seen
from below, is now in an upstairs room as a floor has been inserted. Towers were
sometimes built at both ends of the hall, eg Blencow, near Greystoke and Howgill*,
(near Milburn). Clifton Hall, (English Heritage), south of Penrith serves to exemplify
this group. Archaeology has enabled the interpretation of its various phases.
Outlines of two former roof lines can be seen on the south side of the tower as can
three doorways. The tower is the only remaining part of this building, which can be
seen from the A6. Visits are possible at any reasonable time and a key is available,
details on site. Reference at www.herdwicklandscapes.co.uk for a model based
on Arnside Tower, showing necessary components of a tower. John McDowell took
the photographs. (Ramm, McDowell and Mercer, Sheilings and Bastles, RCHM/HMSO, 1970)

Blencow Hall

Hutton John *

Catterlen

Other towers which had halls attached, in Cumbria include Blencow Hall
Catterlen
Burneside
Dalston
Dalemain
Hutton John*
Beetham
Cowmire Hall*
Askerton*
Allithwaite
Hutton in the Forest*
Isel*
Newby*
Hardrigg Hall*
Maulds Meaburn Hall*
2.3 Vicars’ peles and fortified church towers
The word ‘pele’ originally referred to the boundary wall or barmkin of a
fortified dwelling, deriving from Latin ‘palus’ meaning stake. It has come to
mean the tower. The rector or vicar was a key member of the community,
therefore needed protection. A stone tower, either part of the church, or
situated nearby, provided this. The church of St. Michael, Burgh by Sands*
demonstrates such provision in having two towers, one at the east end for the
vicar. It was lowered in 1713, but is still unusually of two storeys. The west
tower is fortified, retaining the iron ‘yett’ and having walls nearly two metres
thick, making the internal space very small, for the community.
Other fortified church towers can be seen at Newton Arlosh and Great
Salkeld. At Upper Denton, a separate tower or pele is in ruins but once
protected the vicar of the nearby church.
At Croglin, the former rectory is called The Old Pele*. Seen from the
driveway, the right part of the building was a pele, with a hall between it and
the service end. Externally, the house has been changed considerably, but
inside, the pele, now lowered can be recognised, with stone spiral stair, thick
walls and vaulted.
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(Above) St. Michael, Burgh by Sands © John McDowell
(Right)The Old Pele, Croglin © June Hill

2.4. Bastles
A period of particular unrest on the Anglo-Scottish border in the late 16th century led
to the appearance of small, defensible farmhouses. They have been referred to by
different names, depending upon time and location, but they are best known as
bastles. They occur on both sides of the border, and can vary slightly in form and
detail, but they share the common characteristic of living accommodation on the first
floor, above a ground level byre. The buildings tended to be rectangular, though not
exclusively so. Walls were around a metre thick and were built on a prominent
boulder plinth. Large stones were selected for weak points, such as quoins and door
jambs. Small, square windows were made further secure with iron bars. Access to the
living accommodation was through a first-floor opening, equipped with one or more
drawbars, a harr hung door, and a removable ladder. The lower floor contained a
byre, whose door was also barred. The first floor was of flagstones on closely spaced,
heavy oak beams, and the farmer was able to retreat upstairs by means of a
removable stone. The byre floor was composed of rough paving and cobbles, which
drained towards the doorway.
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Glassonby* bastle is one of the few in Cumbria which remain in agricultural
use and which retain most features of this form of defensible building,
A late 16th century date is suggested. Image © June Hill
Narrow slits were provided for ventilation. No original roof coverings survive; while
steeply-pitched gables exist, suggesting heather thatch, it seems likely that most roofs
were covered with less combustible materials. The trusses of the demolished bastles at
Melkridge and Haltwhistle were
pitched too low for thatch, and
probably supported stone flags;
where these were not
available, living turf, perhaps
on a heather base layer, might
have been a cheaper
alternative.
Although bastles were built on
both sides of the Anglo-Scottish
border, few remain in Scotland.
CVBG’s joint visit with SVBWG in
2017 to Glenochar* Bastle (see
CVBG Newsletter No16),
enabled us to see the remains of one of the few surviving examples. In Cumbria and
Northumberland, many remain, but not all are instantly recognisable.
Most occur within ten to twenty miles of the Border, and can be found in clusters
around the River Irthing and the lower Eden, in the vicinity of Brampton and Bewcastle
and around Alston. It is interesting that such defensive refuges, mostly built in the late
sixteenth century, before the Union of the Crowns (1603) brought a measure of peace
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to the region, appear to have been built in neighbourhood groups. Many have been
transformed into houses, leaving few clues to their origins, have become farm
buildings or are in ruins.
Two examples of bastles now in use as farm buildings can be seen at Glassonby* and
Newbiggin* near Cumrew. The Glassonby bastle displays all the tell-tale signs of its
true purpose. The first floor entrance reached by a flight of stone steps (added later),
above animal accommodation entered from a gable door, complete with drawbar.
Small windows and a fireplace to the upper room, all remain in place. The bastle at
Newbiggin has become a bank barn with a ramp up to double doors on the west
side. The roof has been heightened and several openings inserted on the east side,
but enough remains to show its origins.
The term ‘stonehouse’ is used in connection with some bastles, and seems to indicate
those of superior build. It may, though simply refer to stone buildings to distinguish
them from those constructed from other materials.
Other former bastles include –
Temon Farm* on the border with Northumberland, now a farm building.
Stonehouse*, on the Naworth estate, ruined.
Denton Foot*, a private house.
2.5 Multi-storey porches

Porch Tower, nr Sedbergh © Philip Paul
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Possibly the last remnant of the tower tradition. Although some such porches were
part of the total build, the late seventeenth/early eighteenth centuries saw several
large house and even smaller ones, add a multi storey porch to an earlier building as
a status symbol and aspirational stylistic feature. Brunskill suggests that such porches,
with an open ground floor beneath a small room (parvis), over which a loft, often with
provision for pigeons or owls was located, was modelled on the gatehouses of
university colleges and fortified houses of a previous era.
There followed a period of ‘Georgianisation’ in which symmetry and classical ideals
prevailed. It was not until the nineteenth century when medieval buildings had
acquired a romantic aura, that towers again featured (eg Lowther, c 1806 – 1816), this
time as part of the Gothic Revival and in turn, the Vernacular Revival.
Examples include –
• Greenthwaite Hall, Greystoke
• Stone House, Sedbergh, illustrated, porch of 1695 added to earlier house – (see,
previous page, the partly obscured, blocked mullioned window and note the
fire window.)
• Bowber Head Farm*, Ravenstonedale, added porch dated 1717.
• Hornby Hall, Brougham.

Bibliography
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2.7 Hills Tower, Dumfries, a surviving example from north of the Border

Hills Tower from the North West

Alan and Alison Gibbs welcomed June Hill and myself, and our respective
spouses Roy and Jane, to Hills in July 2019, when we were planning a joint visit
of the CVBG and SVBWG for summer 2020. We were treated royally, and given
a fascinating tour and account of the property’s restoration; so we were very
disappointed to have to cancel (well, postpone) the visit – just one of many
such cultural casualties of the Covid pandemic. The Gibbs had bought the
property in 2003 to restore as a family project with their children Ian and Cat;
that implies a rather special kind of family!
Hills, or Hillis, Tower lies in open country 4.3 miles (7 km) south west of the centre
of Dumfries in South West Scotland – at NGR NX9122272666. The early 16thcentury square-plan tower was probably built for the Maxwell family soon after
they were granted the lands in 1527, and the arms of Edward Maxwell and
Janet Carson can be seen in a plaque above the door. It is built of rubble with
dressed quoins and has four storeys and an attic, and there are three
garderobes with chutes. The ground-floor is vaulted cellarage as is usual in
such towers, and just inside the entrance doorway there is a newel stair – lit by
slit windows – which gave access to the hall and storeys above. However,
when the Gibbs arrived, while a roof protected the shell, the stair only accessed
a void, as the floors had gone. To rebuild the floors the beams and boards had
to be hauled through the windows by block and tackle, building from the top
downwards with the aid of temporary beams. The tower’s upper works are
later than the original construction and comprise bands of chequered corbels
that support a slightly projecting wall-walk and small open angle-rounds or
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bartizans. Mock cannon gargoyles project above the corbel course. The
parapet needed to be repaired by a professional mason.
Most of the internal doorways have authentic rollmoulded jambs, but the large paired windows with
chamfered jambs that light the hall and second storey
are contemporary with the construction of the adjoining
18th-century, two-storey house. This was built in the early
1720s, and the contract for the work specified demolition
of an existing house and the reuse of materials. It is built
of rubble and has an off-centre entrance opening from
the courtyard; this north face of the house has three
windows on the ground floor and a – now blind – heraldic
panel above the door, while the four windows on the
second floor have three heraldic panels between them.
Tower doorway
The tower and house form the south range of an
enclosed square courtyard that has an ornamental gatehouse opening to the
west. The gatehouse is believed to date from the late 16th or early 17th century,
and appears to be contemporary with the ornamental upper works of the
tower.
In 1733 ownership passed from the Maxwells to the McCullochs of Ardwall, but
occupation only continued until the early 1780s, when the house was barely 60
years old, and just over 250 years after the tower’s construction - it was the look
and feel of this period that the Gibbs aimed at in their restoration project.

House and tower from the courtyard
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Having been abandoned as dwellings they were then used for farm storage,
and a period of decline began. A photograph of the south face of the range
taken in the 1890s shows both roofs in poor condition and most of the windows
blocked; other farm buildings stood at each end of the range. Both tower and
house could so very easily have been lost, but fortunately some running repairs
were made in the 1930s and 1970s when tenants were installed. Some of the
work done at those times was not exactly sympathetic or sound, though –
cement block walls had been built across the floor of the house to divide the
rooms upstairs; rectifying this during the restoration led to some open-plan living
for the family.

The vaulted cellar

As if that massive project was not enough, in 2009 it was decided to replace a
tatty brick shed with something more in vernacular style – and so the Gibbs
designed and built a cruck-framed barn to reflect the heritage of buildings
such as Priorslynn Byre at Canonbie, and the Cruck Cottage at Torthorwald.
Local oak is used for the couples, the gables are of stone, the stud side walls
are lime-plastered over modern lath, and the walls are finished with limewash.
Finally, a Sedum roof (visible at the extreme left of figure 1) was laid in 2011.
When the pandemic restrictions are sufficiently behind us, and we plan to
make another bid to visit Hills, and I am happy to say that Alan and Alison also
look forward to that.
Text and images © Niall Logan
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4. Wrestler Slates: Some observations and questions
In the Spring Newsletter (No. 31, 2021) Richard Wilson presented an excellent short
article on Wrestler Slates in south – west Cumbria. Along with a very clear diagram of
how these things are arranged on a roof crest, he made an interesting point in his final
paragraph suggesting that many of these slates survive today ‘incognito’ as they
have been recycled by trimming them to remove the notched end of the slates.
Trimming would clearly shorten the slates by as much as a quarter of their length, but
they would remain useful in the higher rows of a graduated slate roof. They could, if
you go along with that reasoning be hung the other way up utilising the hole in the
centre of the opposite end of the slate. The slate he describes and illustrates in his
Figure 1 clearly has a hole in that position. This all seems at first thought to be an
interesting possibility and may clearly be true.
I have in my personal collection three of these wrestler slates and indeed one of these
also has a hole in it close to the bottom edge (Figure 1). Researching the whole
question of wrestler slates a little further, some interesting questions and problems
emerge. Asking around and checking out where these are still to be found in Cumbria
I have been greatly indebted to several members in the Group who have come up
with information. To date I have located the following places where wrestlers are still in
use – two in the Duddon valley, two in Coniston, some in Ambleside, several in
Troutbeck and single examples in Little Langdale, Grasmere and in Dent. Noticeably,
as with Richard Wilson’s example, all basically in South Cumbria. There must be many
more examples still around as my research so far has been far from systematic and
detailed.
Richard Wilson’s paper illustrated two very well- known examples – Bridge House in
Ambleside and Thwaite in Troutbeck. I have checked the former on site and there you
find 23 slates, none with holes in. Checking Thwaites is more difficult, but using
photographic evidence, again none of the existing wrestlers appear to have holes in
them. Also at Troutbeck there are three roofs at The Carpenters Shop at Longmire
Yeat. Checking these again from photographic counting there are around 50 slates
on one part and 80 or so on another, none have holes in. On the largest barn
however, at the same site, of the 200 or so slates five appear to have holes in them.
Just to add one further observation there is a slate on display at the Threlkeld Mining
Museum which also has a hole in it, but interestingly at the extreme lower corner
rather than in the centre.
Searching the literature it is worth noting that neither Brunskill nor Susan Denyer in their
books on Lakeland buildings show holes in any of their drawings of wrestlers and
neither comment on them. Richard Wilson incidentally did not draw a hole in the
lower ends of his slates in his drawings either. From the above evidence it would seem
reasonable to conclude that holes in the lower ends of wrestler slates are
comparatively rare. If Richard Wilson is correct in his assumption that they were
inverted and reused on graduated roofs this must have been a rather infrequent
occurrence. There can be very few hiding ‘incognito’.
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There remains one further issue, that is why are there holes however in a small number
of these slates ? What is the purpose of the holes, and perhaps we also need to ask
when were the holes put into these slates ? Holes in slates usually immediately point to
fixings with nails or pegs. But, with holes at the bottom of the slate what were they
nailed or pegged into ? A hole in that position would lie over the spaces between the
slates in the course below, not on to a lath. If the holes were not intended for a nail or
a peg, a hole in the bottom of a slate would affect its water shedding. Nowhere can I
find an example where a wrestler slate is nailed or pegged. The ‘Stone Roofing
Association’ on their website quotes “on lighter weighted slates mortar is laid into the
open top to lock the two halves together” ( there are countless examples of this
practice, but interestingly not from Cumbria). The website goes on to say “…heavier
stone wrestlers often don’t have mortar along their tops. They are not nailed or
pegged”. Cumbrian wrestlers would clearly fall into that category. A note in a small
booklet ‘Grasmere : A Short History (Grasmere Women’s Institute, 1979, p.12) says
‘…long lead nails also had their function, but instead of being driven into the laths
they were bent around into hooks, for the laths of the time were slender ‘rovven’ strips
which would have split immediately they were pierced with nails. The passage is
referring to wrestlers at Kitty Crag, Grasmere some time ago, but the way it is written
leads to some ambiguity and is slightly unclear how this might work.
Finally could it be that the holes in the few wrestlers found were already there before
the notches were cut, the weakness of a small hole being discounted ? Hence the
slates were being reused as wrestlers ? I don’t profess to be an expert on slate roofing
but to me there are some unresolved issues here. More work and observations on
wrestlers is required, unless of course someone knows the answers already!
Alan Smith
Keswick

Image © Alan Smith

Figure 1

Figure 1. Three slates in the author’s collection arranged to illustrate
how they lock together at a ridge crest. A hole is clearly visible in
the front slate close to the bottom edge. The largest slate is
approximately 39 x 27cm (15.4 x 10.6 in). The two smaller ones are
similar in length but barely 17cm (6.7 in) wide. They are almost
2cm thick and rather uneven. They originally came from a derelict
barn in Great Langdale over 50 years ago. They are typical
Borrowdale Volcanic Group tuff material.
The yellow pencil to the left is 18cm (7 in) long.
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5. Fire Windows
Members have responded well to the invitation to send in photographs. Here is a
selection, in no particular order, copyright belongs to each individual contributor. For
a longer introduction, see my article in the last issue of the newsletter. It will be on our
website shortly after this edition reaches you.
One point for discussion – it has been suggested in various publications that apart
from lighting a dark corner in the inglenook, another use of such windows was to
provide a draught to encourage the fire. I find this could not be the case in many
instances, as most of them have fixed panes.
Here they are then, from original seventeenth century ones, to replacements,
enlargements, blocked and rediscovered windows. Enjoy spotting fire windows on
your travels.
June Hill
5.1: Holly House, Newbiggin, Stainton. Alan Rich.
“House dated 1695 over
door inside porch, with
initials W and E. The
porch and door lead into
a former cross passage,
which in turn led into the
hall, beside the
inglenook. The fire
window, now blocked,
would have admitted
light into the dark
corner”.
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5.2: Hallin Bank. Jane Penman.
“Hallin Bank is a c17 former
farmhouse near Ullswater. Its
aspect is SW. The internal
layout and many features
are original. Some changes
to the windows in the front
elevation were made in the
early c20, including blocking
up the fire window. An
opportunity to reveal it
arose in 2018, when the c20
concrete and pebble-dash
render on the front façade
was removed and replaced
with a lime-based insulating
render. The fire window was
opened up and re-instated
and fulfils its original function
by shedding light into a dark
corner of the firehouse”.
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5.3: Crostways, Edenhall. Juliet Wright.

“House from the late
seventeenth/early eighteenth
century, with both the
mullioned window and fire
window blocked. The
change in roof levels shows
the up-house and downhouse elements with the cross
passage in the down- house”.

5.4: Ona Ash, near Kirkoswald. Andrew Carter.
“Ona Ash, near Kirkoswald, has seen few changes to its appearance since it
was built in 1693. Again, a cross-passage house, retaining its thatched roof, the
up-house and down-house are clearly demonstrated. The fire window still fulfils
its original function, as seen from the internal picture”.
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5.5: Selection from Great Strickland, Kings Meaburn, North Stainmore and Winton.
Jennifer Callis.

Kings Meaburn

Great Strickland

Winton

Great Strickland
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5.6: Two images from Stuart Harling.

Fell Foot Farm, Great Langdale

Meaburn Hill House
Maulds Meaburn

5.7: Haythwaite, Raughton Head. John McDowell.
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5.8: High House, Gawthrop. Kevin Illingworth.

“A wonderful array of fire
windows at High House,
Gawthrop, (Grade 11*
listed), near Dent. The
detailed images shows a
close view of one of the
round-headed single-light
windows, first floor, with
initials and date, 1687. The
arched head is clearly
carved from one block of
stone”.
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Another fine example of a tower with a hall attached at Hutton-in-the-Forest,
near Penrith © John McDowell

Occasional papers still available from the secretary
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